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INTRODUCTION
IEEE 802.11b, or Wi-Fi, compatible products
have become a de facto standard component in
mobile devices. An increasing number of wire-
less Internet access services have been appear-
ing in places such as airports, cafes, and
bookstores. Annual industry revenues already
exceed US$1 billion, and is expected to pass
US$4 billion by 2007 [1]. In addition, mobile
devices with both cellular phone and Wi-Fi
capability are coming. Demand for integrating
multiple mobile computing services into a single
entity is preeminent.

Figure 1 shows a global architecture of the
public wireless Internet. Mobile IP is used
throughout the architecture to support user
roaming. Wi-Fi-based hotspots could be adjacent
or distributed in cellular networks. When the
services of wireless LAN and cellular network
are integrated, the mobile station can move
across those networks. There are two types of
roaming: roaming between wireless LANs is
defined as horizontal roaming; roaming between
a wireless LAN and a cellular network is defined
as vertical roaming. This article focuses on

proposing a high-performance secure cellular-
network-integratable wireless LAN service
framework.

Many wireless Internet service providers
(WISPs), such as T-mobile, provide public wire-
less LAN Internet access at hot spots using a
network access server (NAS). The NAS allows
only legitimate customers to use the service and
provides intradomain roaming because the hot
spots from one WISP share the same customer
base. However, it lacks an architecture to pro-
vide interdomain roaming and Mobile IP sup-
port. A user cannot access hot spots of service
provider B with his/her account from A, even
though A and B would like to have a roaming
agreement.

In internetworking implementation, handoff
performance should also be considered. Mobile
IP handoff delay can be divided into two ele-
ments: movement detection and signaling for
registration. Several proposed approaches are
actually only effective on registration signaling
delays. For instance, a micro-mobility approach
[2] divides a network in a hierarchical manner,
and location management is handled locally
when the mobile station moves within a smaller
area at the lower hierarchy level.  Another
approach is simultaneous binding [3], in which
multiple care-of address bindings for the
mobile station are maintained and packets des-
tined for the mobile station are transmitted to
all care-of addresses to reduce packet loss dur-
ing handoff. However, it cannot be used in an
IEEE802.11 network, because current wireless
LAN cards can only access one access point or
channel at a time.

On the other hand, Wired Equivalency Proto-
col (WEP) has several problems in both trans-
mission privacy and deployment. Various studies
show that WEP is vulnerable to several attacks
[4, 5], especially in a heavily loaded wireless net-
work. WEP uses a single key shared between the
access point and clients. Malicious clients are
able to tap into the communication traffic of
other clients who are associated with the same
access point. Most hotspots do not use data
encryption due to this technical limitation.
Authentication can be used to negotiate a shared
session key to further encrypt data traffic in the
session [6–9]. Although there are many authenti-
cation schemes published, they do not generally
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support Internet applications for wireless mobile
devices. For example, the authentication schemes
proposed in [10–12] allow a mobile station to
communicate to another one directly, but there
is no solution for a mobile station to communi-
cate with a fixed Internet server, which is found
in ftp applications.

Protected transmission based on Secure Shell
(SSH) and/or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is
suggested to secure wireless transmission. SSH
requires a previously generated public/private
key pair, so it could never be applied to authen-
tication between parties who have not contacted
each other before. SSL is not suitable for exten-
sion to mobile wireless Internet either, because
the operation of SSL relies on certification veri-
fication by certificate authority (CA) servers. It
is not practical for CA servers to store the cer-
tificate of every mobile station because the
number of mobile stations is too large (for the
same reaso, client authentication in SSL is
optional). The home network would not like to
register every mobile station to CA servers
either. In the case of a wireless LAN hot spot,
the service access is controlled by medium
access control (MAC) addresses of the mobile
stations. Usually there is no key negotiation
during the network authentication and Mobile
IP registration phases.

The objective of this work is to propose a
secure wireless LAN service integration architec-
ture and necessary signaling process design.
These issues are divided into three categories:

IEEE802.11 service integration functionality:
The architecture should be able to integrate into
cellular networks. Since third-generation (3G)
and beyond cellular networks use or very likely
will continue to use authentication, authoriza-
tion, and accounting (AAA) structure and proto-
col to control network access and manage user

accounts, the IEEE802.11 roaming architecture
and signaling processes should work with cellular
networks.

Wireless network security: The security issues
include network access control, user account
management, and transmission privacy. The first
two items are taken care of by using the AAA
structure. For the third item, a wireless LAN hot
spot has no general solution to guarantee data
transmission privacy due to the poor design of
WEP.

Service quality: Service quality mainly refers
to handoff speed and packet loss rate. Naive
handoff acceleration solutions do not apply to an
IEEE802.11 network interface cards, because
they can only talk to one another, so solutions
cannot guarantee no packet loss.

The remainder of the article is organized as
follows. We present the infrastructure of wireless
LAN roaming. We then give a security mecha-
nism for wireless LAN transmission and related
demonstration results, followed by a summary of
the work.

IEEE 802.11 WIRELESS LAN ROAMING

Figure 2 shows the infrastructure of the mobile
networks under consideration. The Internet
offers much larger bandwidth and lower trans-
mission error rates than wireless links. The
home network is considered a private network,
which only allows its users access. The foreign
networks are the real WISPs. After completion
of a registration process, a mobile station and a
corresponding foreign network will share a key
for further encrypted communications. Fixed
nodes represent common Web sites. Some of
them need authentication before accessing. The
cellular networks and base stations are 3G-
based. Access points, which form a hot spot, are

� Figure 1. Wireless service integration architecture
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the attachment points that allow mobile stations
to wirelessly access the network. A mobile sta-
tion, as a member of its home network, is
allowed to access the resources in the home net-
work whenever it is within or outside the home
network. CA servers are special servers that
issue and verify certificates to fixed nodes or net-
works upon request so that they have proofs to
identify themselves. CA servers are organized in
a tree topology and working in a distributed way,
so that it is not necessary to connect all Internet
servers to one CA server. Mobile stations do not
contact CA severs directly because of the large
population size. CA shares independent secret
key with the servers which it connects with.

The proposed IEEE802.11 roaming structure
is based on an AAA broker with a Remote
Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS)
server proxy. RADIUS is popular and easier to

use for integrating hot spot service into AAA-
based cellular networks. The broker model is
suitable for large-scale and commercial imple-
mentation because a RADIUS server can simply
have one simple security association or a pre-
setup shared secret with the RADIUS proxy.
RADIUS proxies forward authentication and
accounting requests from different domains to
their destination.

THE RADIUS PROXY
RADIUS servers of multiple ISPs can be inter-
connected via a series of forwarding servers. The
RADIUS server retrieves the remote server’s
domain from the user’s request that includes the
network access identifier (NAI) [13–15] in the
form of identifier@domain_name, which identi-
fies a user’s name and the domain to which he
or she belongs. Then it forwards the request to
the remote server identified by the domain. The
remote server also replies through the forward-
ing server.

A group of forwarding servers with secured
communication tunnels between each other are
used as AAA brokers (AAABs). Figure 3 illus-
trates the network structure of AAABs. A
mobile user whose NAI is alice@homedomain.
org moves from its home domain to another
domain (e.g., foreigndomain.org). The NAS
located in the foreign domain authenticates the
mobile user, and forwards this request via
RADIUS protocol to the foreign AAA (AAAF).
According to NAI, the AAAF forwards the
request to the home AAA (AAAH) through the
AAABs.

When the number of domains increases, it is
no longer feasible to connect all the AAA servers
to one AAAB network. The AAABs will be
grouped according to geographical distribution
of the network domains. In this way the com-
plexity of each AAA broker can be reduced. The
performance of an AAAB cluster is evaluated by
the number of hops to forward the AAA request
from the originator to the destination.

IEEE 802.11 HORIZONTAL ROAMING
The IEEE802.11 horizontal roaming architecture
is shown in Fig. 4. The hot spot is connected to
the Internet through a gateway. Each network
domain is interconnected by AAABs. In order to
provide IP mobility, the functionality of a for-
eign agent (FA) is placed into the NAS. The FA
located in the NAS periodically sends advertise-
ments with challenge packets, and all mobile sta-
tions register via the FA. The challenge is a
piece of data used to verify if the user device has
knowledge of the secret (e.g., a password) with-
out sending it explicitly via a communication
link. The architecture is able to process two hor-
izontal roaming scenarios:

The current IEEE802.11 device connects to
the network via the NAS: The network can pro-
vide IP mobility, but roaming is not seamless.
When a mobile user requests Mobile IP services
by sending Mobile IP Registration, the NAS
blocks the Registration until the mobile user has
been authenticated via the AAA architecture.
The NAS extracts a Mobile-AAA Authentica-
tion extension from the Registration Request
message. Once the mobile user is authenticated

� Figure 2. The proposed network structure for IEEE802.11 service integration.
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successfully, the normal Mobile IP Registration
can be retained.

Seamless roaming: Authentication is com-
pletely done by the home agent (HA). The
mobile station is required to support Mobile IP
Challenge/Response extensions with a Mobile-
AAA authentication extension so that the user
credential can be processed by the program
automatically.

In the following we focus on developing effi-
cient signaling process for the two roaming sce-
narios. The design shares as many common
signaling messages as possible. In order to have
further integration with 3G cellular networks,
the signaling process should also be able to
share with the AAA signaling process for 3G
networks. Based on the architecture in Fig. 2,
Fig. 5 illustrates the internal design of an
NAS/FA. It has two modes: one for compatibili-
ty of current wireless LAN deployment, the
other to better serve in seamless wireless LAN
roaming.

In the compatible mode, when a mobile sta-
tion registers it may use its home address or the
mobile station NAI to identify itself in its Regis-
tration Request. A mobile station associates
itself with an access point and starts sending IP
packets, such as Mobile IP requests, to its HA
via an FA that relays the Registration Request.
After the HA authenticates this request and
sends a reply via the same FA, the HA and FA
both update their bindings. Sometimes an FA
forces all its serving mobile stations to register
through it. If a mobile station does not send the
user credentials, including NAI and password,
along with the Mobile IP request, the user will
be redirected to a login page. By extracting the
domain portion of NAI, the authentication
request will be forwarded to the AAA server of
the WISP. After successful authentication, the
Mobile IP request is forwarded to the HA of the
mobile station and the Mobile IP registration is
completed.

In seamless roaming mode, a mobile station
associates with the access point and responds to
a Mobile IP FA Advertisement packet with a
Challenge, and sends the Mobile IP Registration
Request with the NAI and Challenge. The user
credentials are included in the Mobile IP
request. When the FA receives the reply from
the mobile station, it realizes that the mobile

station can do seamless roaming. It encapsulates
the request in the AMR and forwards it to the
AAAH and HA. After the HA processes this
request, it sends a HAA containing Mobile IP
Registration Reply. The AAAH and AAAL for-
ward the encapsulated Mobile IP Registration
Request to the FA in the AMA packets. The FA
then sends a Mobile IP Registration Reply.

Comparing signaling processes of the two
methods, one can see that the processes are
designed to be quite similar, such as the signal-
ing messages and the signal path. So some com-
ponents in the network do not need to
differentiate the message type for each mode.
Only one signaling processing mechanism need
be designed. The FA’s own local clients still can

� Figure 4. Wireless LAN roaming.
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access the hot spot as they can use AAAF to
authenticate themselves.

MOBILE IP HANDOFF PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT

In order to roam between a wireless LAN and a
cellular network, the mobile station should be
equipped with corresponding network access
interfaces. The data packets from the corre-
sponding server are routed to the mobile station
through its HA. When the mobile station roams
to the foreign network, the two network access
cards are assigned a temporary care-of address
by the FA.

The switching of the two interfaces can be
considered a care-of address change in Mobile
IP. When the mobile station decides to switch
the interface, it informs the HA by updating its
current care-of address to the IP address of the
other network access interface. The HA redi-
rects the data flow to the new IP address. This
method ensures that the process of network
access interface switchover is dealt with using
the switching process in Mobile IP.

For typical data applications such as Web
surfing, it is not necessary to use real-time
seamless handoff as cellular telephony. A gap
of a few seconds while a connection is being
rerouted will cause no great harm. However,
with the growth of real-time Internet applica-
tions like voice or streaming video, Mobile IP
handoff latency and packet loss performance
have become more and more critical. If we
want to provide high-quality applications in a

wireless LAN environment, the key issue is to
support efficient and seamless network hand-
off. When a mobile station moves from the
coverage of one access point to another, it re-
associates with a new AP. This is called a layer
2 handoff. On the other hand, a Mobile IP
handoff (layer 3) is  the process that takes
place when changing FAs. The latency gener-
ated by both layer 2 and Mobile IP handoffs
should be reduced.

In order to reduce the latency of Mobile IP
handoff in a wireless LAN, link layer update
frames and movement notification packets can
be used to assist Mobile IP handoff. A MAC
bridge or data tunnel is established between
the new FA and old FA servers to improve the
latency of Mobile IP handoff in the wireless
LAN environment. The pre-registration and
authentication data can be sent to the mobile
station before it moves, and/or the data pack-
ets that arrive at the old FA during movement
can be sent to the mobile station via the new
FA. Additional flow control should be taken in
the handover period, because the connection
speed of the old and new access point/base sta-
tion could be quite different if the mobile sta-
tion performs handoff between IEEE 802.11
and cellular networks. If the data source is not
informed in a timely way, data may block the
channel if  the device is moving from high-
speed to low-speed connection, or the user
cannot get better quality of service otherwise.
Therefore, effective congestion control is very
important, especially for media streaming ser-
vice that uses the protocol without an inherent
congestion mechanism. Measures should also
be taken to ensure that the pre-authentication
data transfer between the two FAs is private
and unaltered. So the two FAs authenticate
each other via a CA server using the scheme
proposed in the next section, and a temporary
session key can be negotiated to encrypt the
pre-authentication data.

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION PRIVACY

Although the architecture proposed earlier pre-
vents an unauthorized user from using the ser-
vice, the wireless transmission is still kept open.
Using built-in WEP encryption cannot guaran-
tee data transmission privacy in a public hot
spot, since a WEP key is unique for each access
point and there is no privacy among the mobile
stations associated with an access point. A sep-
arate authentication and key negotiation
mechanism is required to keep wireless trans-
mission private.

In this section we propose a scheme that
operates at the application layer to avoid any
hardware or low-level protocol modification, and
the authentication messages are carried in the
payload of data packets used in Mobile IP net-
works. User location updates are transparent to
the scheme since user mobility is handled in the
network layer. It is an end-to-end solution, so it
secures not only the wireless data link in hot
spots, but also the entire data path. The FA just
relays the authentication message between the
mobile station and its home network, and vice
versa.

� Figure 6. Authentication for Internet applications.
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ANALYSIS OF AUTHENTICATION FOR CURRENT
INTERNET APPLICATIONS

Various types of authentication with different
security requirements, which may occur in appli-
cations running on a mobile station, are shown
in Fig. 6. For example, a fixed public Internet
site may be visited without authentication, while
mobile user M’s home network may only be
accessed by M, and there is already a shared key
between M and its home network. For clarity,
these situations are sorted into three categories:
• Authenticating parties share a secret key: authen-

tication between a mobile station and its HA.
The secret key can be stored in either the
mobile station or its Subscriber Identity Mod-
ule (SIM) card.

• Authenticating parties do not share a secret key:
authentication between two mobile stations or
a mobile station and a fixed Internet server,
and so on. Since the two parties have no com-
mon secret key to share, more public key algo-
rithm computations are involved.

• Visit the Internet public resource: Since the
resource is open to the public, no authentica-
tion is needed.
Thus, parties authenticated with mobile sta-

tions are divided into two categories from a
mobile station’s point of view — home network
and any authentication parties other than the
home network — in order to simplify the proto-
col and future implementation on the mobile
station side. In cases other than authentication
between a mobile station and its home network,
the home network performs the major authenti-
cation job and then passes the authentication
result to the mobile station.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSED
AUTHENTICATION AND

KEY NEGOTIATION SCHEME

In Fig. 2, the fixed networks are identified by the
information issued by the CA server. Identity
verification is carried out using the public key
encryption and digital signature algorithms.
Since CA servers are responsible for large
amounts of certificate issuing, the task for CA
servers in the proposed scheme is simple, no
more than looking up the database and sending
the necessary information, such as the public key
message, to the corresponding receiver. A mobile
station never contacts the CA server in the
scheme, since it is not practical for a CA server
to record the certificate information of all mobile
stations because of their enormous population.
The certificate of each mobile station is stored in
its home network. Thus, each home network
server can be considered a CA server of its
mobile stations.

A CA server works as a bridge connecting the
domain servers, such as HAs and fixed servers.
A fixed server can be considered an HA without
clients. The proposed scheme puts the corre-
sponding daemon programs into each node and
is designed with the following considerations to
compensate for salient features or limitations in
both hardware and transmission environments:
• The scheme should be intelligent. The design

should enable the scheme to adapt to various
application scenarios. The adaptation should
be mainly implemented in wireline servers.

• The number of different types of message for
mobile stations should be limited compared to
the home network. Such a design could make
the mobile station lighter.

• It is desirable to move much of the computa-
tion to the corresponding HAs who have more
computation power, high speed, and reliable
wired network connections. At the mobile sta-
tion, intensive computations are limited. Only
critical data such as secrets and their hash val-
ues are encrypted using a public key algo-
rithm. The public key encryption and digital
signature algorithms are not used simultane-
ously in one message.

• The length of messages will be collected for
protocol latency evaluation. According to the
network structure, the major presence of
latency should be in the wireless part, espe-
cially when the client is connected to a cellu-
lar network. The design goal is that the time
taken to transmit all messages in the slowest
connection method be less than 3 s.

A WIRELESS TRANSMISSION PRIVACY MECHANISM
The scheme serves as an authentication service
provider to other wireless Internet applications.
Before an Internet application begins to send
data, the scheme does the authentication first
and negotiates a shared key of which the foreign
network has no knowledge. At the sender side,
all the upcoming data generated by the Internet
application with security requirements are
encrypted by this shared key. The encrypted or
wrapped data are then sent to other data pro-
cessing blocks. For example, they can be further
encrypted by the key acquired by the registration
process. At the receiver side, the process is
reversed. Thus, a foreign network cannot get
plain text even if it holds a key generated during
the registration process, and the wireless trans-
mission part is also secured.

There are a few authentication scenarios. We
assume that mobile station 1 (MS1) wants to
establish a connection with mobile station 2

� Figure 7. Authentication and key negotiation protocol between two mobile sta-
tions belonging to different home networks.
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(MS2) via wireless Internet. MS1 and MS2 belong
to different home networks and have no shared
key. This is the most complicated scenario, shar-
ing no secret key. Other cases are considered its
subsets. The mechanism works this way and is
shown in Fig. 7. The numbers in the figure rep-
resent the sequence of steps.

1. MS1 finds MS2’s home address and creates
a nonce with the corresponding hash value. The
nonce is used to verify the identity of MS2. The
nonce and its hash value are encrypted by HA1’s
public key. MS1 sends the authentication request
to HA1. The whole message is encrypted by the
shared secret key of MS1 and HA1.

2. HA1 decrypts the message from MS1; HA1
realizes that MS1 intends to authenticate with a
third party. HA1 is able to find MS2’s HA, HA2,
from the IP of MS2. In order to discover if HA2
is legal, HA1 contacts CA for some information
on HA2, such as the public key of HA2.

3. CA decrypts the message from HA1 and
verifies IDHA1. CA searches its database, and
finds the public keys of both HA1 and HA2 and
the device ID of HA2. CA attaches its digital sig-
nature and transmits HA1’s public key and device
ID to HA2 and HA2’s to HA1.

4. HA1 decrypts the message from CA, and
gets the public key and device ID of HA2. HA1
stores the pubHA2 and IDHA2 pair. HA1 generates
the temporary session key. HA1 forwards the
authentication request and temporary session
key to HA2. The key is encrypted by HA2’s pub-
lic key. So far, there are two messages in step 3
and 4 sent to HA2.

5. HA2 will buffer the latter if the latter comes
before the former. By receiving message in step
4, HA2 can get the device ID, IP, and public key
of HA1. HA2 can also get the device ID and pub-

lic key of the authentication originator, MS1 in
this case. So HA2 initiates the authentication
with MS2, because it is not secure to send the
identification information before HA2 realizes it
is talking with MS2. HA2 temporarily stores the
session key and starts authentication with MS2.

6. Similar to step 1, MS2 starts authentication
with HA2 using a nonce and its hash value pair.

7. After HA2 verifies the identity of MS2, HA2
sends MS1’s identify information and the session
key to MS2. HA2 also sends MS2’s identity infor-
mation to HA1.

8. MS2 sends a confirmation to HA2 and con-
tacts MS1 by using a new nonce and its hash
value encrypted by the session key.

9. HA1 sends MS2’s identity information and
the session key to MS1.

10. MS1 sends a confirmation message to HA1
and replies to MS2 by sending the hash value of
the new nonce.

11. MS2 verifies the received message from
MS1.

The scheme is also adaptive to other scenar-
ios. For example, if a mobile station wants to
authenticate with a fixed server, we consider
HA2 and MS2 as one unit, and steps 5, 6, 7, and
8 are not necessary. The extended scenarios are
shown in Fig. 8.

SECURITY ANALYSIS
Security analysis here includes data privacy, a
built-in feature for dealing with certain security
compromises. Device-related information is
divided into two categories. Device ID and pub-
lic key belong to normal sensitive data, which
means they will not do harm to the system even
if they are leaked. Shared secret key and private
key belong to permanent critical information

� Figure 8. Scheme variation in various authentication scenarios: a) a mobile station to a fixed Internet server;
b) a fixed Internet server to a mobile station; c) a mobile station to another within the same home network;
d) a mobile station to a home agent and a home agent to a mobile station.
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that must not be compromised. The nonce and
session key generated in the scheme belong to
short-term critical information that can affect
the ongoing session in which an attacker can dis-
cover communication contents. However, if the
permanent critical information is still good,
short-term critical information is safe because it
is encrypted by the permanent critical informa-
tion.

In the authentication scheme the exchanged
message, except for digital signature in the
authentication process, are all encrypted by a
shared secret key between the HA and the
client, or the session key using a symmetric
encryption algorithm. More important informa-
tion like the session key is further encrypted by
a public key algorithm and capsulated by sym-
metric encryption. The authentication message
is no different from the normal payload of a
TCP packet, so the foreign network can just
route it to the destination. The foreign network
and other intruders are not able to discover the
information inside because they do not have the
shared key; and they must have both corre-
sponding shared key and matched private key to
get the session key.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of sensitive
data after authentication is completed. Normal
sensitive information is spread to trusted sites
and devices only. The scheme ensures that no
sensitive information is released before the
information receiver is identified. No permanent
critical information is sent in any form during
the authentication. Temporary critical data are
spread to trusted sites only.

The scheme should be designed to resist cer-
tain security compromises. In our authentication
scheme, illegal possession of someone’s device
ID, home IP address, and public key will do vir-
tually no harm to the system. The home network
always uses the corresponding shared secret key
to process messages according to the carried
home IP address. It is the shared secret key and
private key that build up the real or final authen-
tication process.

Comparing the shared secret key and pri-
vate key, a shared secret key is more likely to
be compromised because at least two parties,
the home network and mobile station, have a
copy of the key. Only one copy exists in the
mobile station for the private key case. A pri-
vate key is never given out because it is not
necessary due to the nature of public key algo-
rithms. In our scheme, for example, if  the
shared secret key is leaked, the intruder can
get only the device ID, IP address, and public
key, which belong to normal sensitive informa-
tion and do virtually no harm to the system,
because the device ID is used for quick identi-
fication, and the public key itself is originally
open to the public. But it could be harmful if
this key is also used on other occasions such as
mobile station registration, since the registra-
tion process should be done very quickly to
avoid the connection being dropped, so there is
no time to execute additional time-consuming
public key algorithms.

If a shared secret key is leaked and an intrud-
er tries to use it without a proper private key,
the system can detect the compromise of the

shared secret, because in our authentication
scheme, each entity involved is required to
return a hash value that can only be achieved by
its private key or attach a digital signature to the
message. Once the system detects this flaw, it
indicates that the common secret key is leaked
and the user should be warned immediately. The
system cannot detect the private key flaw though,
because without a proper shared secret key, the
system cannot look into the message. So only
when the shared secret and corresponding pri-
vate keys are broken simultaneously can the
intruder access the network illegally. The system
is able to detect a security compromise of the
shared secret key, but not of the private key.
Fortunately, the private key is unlikely to be
leaked due to the nature of public key algo-
rithms.

The scheme is also designed to resist replay
attack. Every authentication session between an
HA and a mobile station, or two mobile stations
or two HAs is completed by using fresh nonces
and fresh session key, so replay attack has no
effect on it. Since the information exchanged
between an HA and a CA server represents facts
on the clients’ identifications and public keys,
simply replaying this message does no harm to
the system unless the intruder can change the
payload and the corresponding digital signature,
which is very hard unless the intruder can get
the CA’s private signature.

In order to total ly  clone a component
(mobile station, home network server, CA
server), the malicious user at least needs a
proper home IP address, device ID, shared
secret key,  and private key to satisfy the
authentication scheme completely, or it will be
rejected at the corresponding step where the
item is checked.

� Figure 9. Secret and identification information control.
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AUTHENTICATION AND KEY NEGOTIATION
DEMONSTRATION

Figure 10 shows the demonstration program for
all the considered scenarios. The demonstration
shows the authentication progress, the way the
scheme self-adapts to each case, and message
lengths sent and received by each node. The
demonstration uses RSA as the public key algo-
rithm, DES as the symmetric algorithm, and
MD5 as one-way hash functions. Since the pro-
posed scheme is cryptographic-algorithm-inde-
pendent, other stronger or lighter algorithms
can be used to accommodate specific applica-
tion requirement. The demonstration also shows
that the total amount of data for the mobile
node is less than 2 kbytes. If the slowest net-
work connection speed is 14.4 kb/s in the cellu-
lar network with overhead of the transmission
considered, the data transmission can be fin-
ished in less than 3 s.

SUMMARY
In this article a network architecture and a set
of signaling mechanisms are developed to sup-
port current available wireless LAN hot spot
roaming. The proposed architecture offers a
smooth transition of wireless LAN hot spots
from non-roaming-supported to seamless-roam-
ing-supported, so previous investment is pro-
tected. A fast network switchover mechanism is
available to improve the performance of stream-
ing applications. Meanwhile, wireless transmis-
sion security is carefully considered. An
application layer authentication and key negoti-
ation scheme is developed to keep air transmis-

sion secure. The results can enable wireless
LAN roaming, enhance wireless communica-
tions, and speed up deployment of public wire-
less LAN applications.
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